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aloha
An acknowledgment that can be used to say hello or goodbye aloha is
Hawaiian and ciao is Italian.
What a great way to spread the aloha.

bye One or more holes remaining unplayed after a match has been decided.
They said their good byes.

caller The bettor in a card game who matches the bet and calls for a show of hands.
An experienced caller from the commentary team.

cheerfully In a cheerful way.
He cheerfully admits to being the wrong side of fifty.

client Someone who pays for goods or services.
Workstation clients are going to be easy to install.

cordially In a warm and friendly way.
He was greeted cordially by the archbishop.

courteously In a polite manner.

curtsy Perform a curtsy.
She bobbed a curtsy to him.

customer Someone who pays for goods or services.
Mr Harrison was a regular customer at the Golden Lion.

goodbye An instance of saying goodbye a parting.
We said our goodbyes and set off.

greet Send greetings to.
Some of the customers greeted the barman in Gaelic.

greeting A polite word or sign of welcome or recognition.
Mandy shouted a greeting.

guest A person staying at a hotel or guest house.
A guest speaker.

handshake An act of shaking a person’s hand with one’s own as a greeting.
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happily In a joyous manner.
Eleanor giggled happily.

hello Say or shout hello.
I pressed the phone button and helloed.

hi An expression of greeting.

hospitable Having an open mind.
A good natured and hospitable man.

hospitality
The friendly and generous reception and entertainment of guests, visitors, or
strangers.
The BBC s hospitality suite.

host Be the host of or for.
Atlanta was chosen to be host for the Olympic Games.

kissing Affectionate play (or foreplay without contact with the genital organs.

married A person who is married.
We were young marrieds during World War Two.

pledge Bind or secure by a pledge.
He had given the object as a pledge to a creditor.

politely In a respectful and considerate manner.
The policeman answered politely Now look here lady.

reception A formal party of people; as after a wedding.
The tight end made a great reception on the 20 yard line.

receptive
Of a nerve fiber or impulse originating outside and passing toward the central
nervous system.
Receptive to reason and the logic of facts.

recognize Acknowledge the existence, validity, or legality of.
Julia hardly recognized Jill when they met.

salutation An acknowledgment or expression of good will (especially on meeting.
We greeted them but no one returned our salutations.

salute Make a formal salute to.
He acknowledged the salute of the policeman on duty.

welcoming Very cordial.
A welcoming smile.
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